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What clients say… 
	

	
David Parrish’s clients comment on his management 

consultancy, training workshops, and speeches: 

 

"David Parrish is a very inspirational speaker. The way he 

illustrates his points is excellent. He makes you laugh and 

instantly you start to think about your own ideas  

and projects." 

   Eli Folkestadaas.  

   British-Norwegian Chamber of Commerce. Oslo. Norway. 

 

“I had much more fun than I thought possible at a  

finance workshop.” 

   Alke Groppel-Wegener. Freelance Artist. 

  

“You know the workshop was great when you have to 

kindly ask people to leave the premises because 

the building is closing soon. David is the only speaker who 

managed to evoke such interest in young entrepreneurs, 

and we had a wide range of international speakers and 

businessmen visit us. Combination of expert knowledge, 

enormous experience, and unique eloquence are what 

make David 'a must-have' in every accelerator, 

organisation, event or conference.“ 

   Ajla Fijuljanin.  

   Foundation Networks. Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

 

“It was a pleasure to invite David to give the keynote 

speech at the Third International Creative Industries 

Conference in Novi Sad, Serbia. His speech about 'Creative 

Business in the Digital Economy' was enlightening. It was 

ideal for our audience that included startups, government 

officials, investors and agencies from Serbia and other 

countries. David’s speech was also broadcast on TV 

to reach an even wider audience. We were delighted with 

the positive impact that David made on the creative 

industries here in Serbia.” 

   Tatjana Kalezic.  

   Creative Industries Cluster of Vojvodina KVIK.  

 

"David draws out the best in us with simplicity  

and sensitivity." 

   Judy Mazonowicz.  

   The Windows Project. 

 

“David was a calm, clever speaker, getting to the point and 

conveying ideas clearly and well. A must!” 

   M’Angel Manovell.  

   Dinamik Ideas. Bilbao. Spain. 

"After attending David's workshop, the creative businesses 

at Fabrikken are prepared to be more focused, their prices 

are rising and they are more selective about what kind of 

customers they want." 

   Henning Holmbakken.  

   Fabrikken. Lillehammer. Norway. 

 

"As an economic development agency, we help creative 

and digital businesses to grow and create jobs. We are 

judged on results, so we use David as a business adviser 

because he delivers results." 

   Kevin McManus. Head of Creative and Digital. 

   Merseyside ACME / Liverpool Vision.  

 

"As a startup everything we do matters, every choice to do 

something is a choice not to do another and our survival as 

a company depends on us making the right choices. The 

choice to work with David was definitely the right one. We 

had a limited amount of time working together on our 

first project for the company and in less than two days time 

we had crafted a cohesive short term and long term 

strategy that provides for desired growth, protects our IP, 

enables investment, and allows us to retain creative control 

of our technology. David's ability to listen to your situation, 

to understand it, and then determine a course of action 

based on your specific needs and goals is rare and a makes 

David a joy to work with."  

   Aric Wanveer 

   Zero Gravity Creations LLC, Baltimore, USA 

 

“As an interpreter between creativity and business, 

international adviser David Parrish has developed a very 

practical and systematic methodology for guiding creative 

people to run their business. If you want to become a 

creative entrepreneur rather than a creative worker, David 

will help you review yourself, and teach you how you can 

protect your intellectual property and make money  

while you sleep.”  

   Irene Wu.  

   Taiwan Design Center. Taipei. Taiwan.	
 

“If you want honest advice and guidance, then David is 

definitely a good port of call, whatever stage your business 

is at. David can relay his experience of having a creative 

business; that’s absolutely crucial … he’s lived it too.” 

   Anna Heyes.  

   Managing Director. Active Profile Ltd. 

	
	
Website: 

www.davidparrish.com  


